4/25/22

Attendees:

*Others may have joined after attendance was captured.*

**Agenda**

- **Upcoming release (outreach activities) – May 11th**
  - Blog post on release
  - Press / social media release
  - Jim to make these available on the Wiki

- **Tech talks (Late May – June)**
  - May 24 - Getting started (Jim)
  - June 7 - Build an AS (Lenny)
  - June 14 - Build a DS (IOTech)
  - June 21 - Build a Device Profile w/ mention of Ready program (Jim)
  - June 28 - Getting started with Snaps (Canonical)
  - Camera DS/Vision talk?? Jim/Sean ??
  - Jim to coordinate Kendall LF – to schedule Zoom/Registration

- **Levski release planning**
  - Web site work?
    - Kamakura release info update/stuff on home page (Andy/Gavin)
- Security – Jim to talk Bryon
  o EdgeX Ready
    ▪ Wiki update/ v2 profiles
  o Hackathon
  o Tech talks
  o Events (face-to-face)
    ▪ Fall
      ▪ Open Source Summit (end of June) – ½ day workshops
        • Probably not critical mass
      ▪ ONES – November, Seattle
      ▪ OSS Europe workshop
      ▪ Jim to organize events planning effort at next meeting
- Hackathon
  o Status of PRC Hackathon
  o Probably not going to align with US/Europe plans but perhaps we could coincide a live event in the fall
  o On the agenda to discuss and come to some conclusion on by next meeting
- LF Edge Whitepaper
  o Need input from EdgeX community in next 2-3 weeks
  o Paper being made available on the wiki
  o Pages 9-11 are pages of focus
  o Provide inputs to Henry Lau (HP)